AT CHINA EDUCATION

Northwestern Polytechnical University

emphasizes science and technology, while
harmoniously developing the fields of management,
humanities, economics, and law. The university is
affiliated with the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology.
NPU is one of the 211 and 985 universities and
enjoys a high reputation. NPU is member of the
Excellent Union 9 universities (E9) in China. The
other eight members are Beijing Institute of
Technology, Chongqing University. Xian is in the
strategic position in north west China as the origin of
Chinese culture. It is a city of great metropolitan
attractiveness interspersed with a great number of
ancient charm surrounding it.

NorthwesternPolytechnical University (NPU) is
located in ancient capital city of Xi'an. NPU is
China's only research-oriented, multi-disciplinary,
and international university of science and technology,
which simultaneously excels at aeronautics,
astronautics, and marine technology. The university
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AT CHINA EDUCATION

The Chinese language Centre Of Northwestern
Polytechnical University

will unwind yourselves with those marvelous
landscapes off the beaten track.

language centre Northwestern Polytechnical
University is one of the universities in China
approved by the government in early years for
admission of overseas students into language, which

3. Accommodation and facilities

features experienced language training and tuition as
well as professional management team, in particular a
series of scientific mode of contemporary Chinese
training.The overseas therefore enjoy high passing
rate in HSK exam in north west region and satisfying
outcome after training.

Northwestern Polytechnical University has excellent
school facilities in campus and dorms including bank,
super market, gym and so on.

1. Short term course
The course lasts for less than 6 months under
registration.the language centre might tailor the
courses to individual needs. The Chinese training and
culture-experiencing courses as well as the intensive
training for HSK exam are available at request and
they are subject to conditions of intended time.
training programmes of Chinese language
Elementary：2500 RMB per month
Intermediary：4500 RMB 2 months
Advanced ：6500 RMB 3 months
Basic course structure：
Chinese writing,speaking,listening,reading, Business
English, Chinese culture, Chinese calligraphy and
painting, Tai Chi, Chinese songs, paper handcraft and
clipping, culinary arts, tea ceremony, Majang。

1. Registration Fee：20 USD Per application
2. Text books and materials at students’ cost
3. Accommodation:

Single room：900 RMB monthly Per person;
equipments and appliances：Single bed、individual
bathroom with bathtub, kitchen, heating system, air
conditioner, TV set、refrigerator, washing machine.
Double bedroom：600 RMB monthly Per person ;
Equipment and appliances：dining area, Single
beds、individual bathroom with bathtub,
kitchen, heating system, air conditioner, TV
set、refrigerator, washing machine.
Four bedrooms：550RMB monthly Per person
Equipment and appliances：Single beds、
individual bathroom with bathtub, kitchen,
heating system, air conditioner, TV set、
refrigerator, washing machine.
Notes: These courses are available from
13/10/2014 and the registration must be
finished 2 weeks prior to the commencement of
the course. The minimum enrollments for
courses are 10.The schedule is flexible

2. Chinese culture experience（additional cost)：
The students might enjoy wonderful experience by
indulgence into magnificent aura in Xian, the icon
and cradle of Chinese culture. A dazzling series of
historic sites and scenic spots are for your Choices at
free will. The alternative itineraries other than Xi an
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